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    ❶ COMPREHENSION : 

      A -1-   True «  He tells his story to other peaple to discourage them from smoking  > 

          -2-     False < As my parents didn’t realise that i was smoking, i carried on >  

          -3-    False < Not by giving advice, but rather by encouraging Yong peaple  to take part in anti-smoking and      
anti-Drug compaigns >  

       B -1-     He gave him advice and supporte for several weeks until he finally quitted smoking . 

           -2-     To get rid of her  

           -3-    Parents should should look after their children and try to understand them and listen to their problems. 

       C -1-   Many teenagers have managed to give up smoking . 

          -2-   Started smoking and taking drugs when she was 13  

          -3-   Smoking kills -  smoking is a slow killer . 

      D -1-  Smoking . 

          -2-   Secondary shcool studests  

          -3-   Teachers  

       E -1-   Carried on  

           -2-   Guidance 

           -3-   Take part in   

       ❷ LANGUAGE :  

         A -1-  Agreement  

              -2-  Awareness 

          B -1- … Financial … independent . 

         C -1-  Calling  

            -2- Will have Taken  

            -3- Had told  

           -4-  Are being made  
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       D -1- The detective wanted to know when he witness had seen the victim  

          -2-  I wish i had enough money to pay for my studies . 

          -3-   The small house where i used to live has becom a cloth shop . 

       E -1-  Rachid got aloan  from the bank in order to by an apartment. 

           - In order to by an apartment , Rachid got a aloan from the bank . 

          -2- The meeting was cancelled because of the manager’s sickness. 

         - Because of the manager’s sickness , the meeting was cancelled. 

       F -1-  d. 

         -2-  C   

         -3-  a  

         -4-   b  


